


Praise for Keep Kids Fit! 
 
"Sound mind/sound body should sound familiar. It's the kind of sensible advice our grandparents gave!  
With modern science, we seem to be finding our way back to that sense, but we still need help getting 
there from here.  Keep Kids Fit! provides just that kind of practical help, and I heartily recommend it.” 
 

Dr. David L. Katz, MD, MPH, FACPM, FACP 
Director, Yale University Prevention Research Center 

Creator of ABC for Fitness™ (Activity Bursts in the Classroom)  

 
“The Grammy Nominated Miss Amy does it again.  An exhilarating, well researched and adventurous way 
to get kids hooked on exercise!!!  This guide is easy to follow and goes right along with the Physical 
Activity Guidelines outlined by the President’s Council on  Fitness, Sports & Nutrition.  A must-have for 
any classroom.”    

Paula L. Slusher, RN, MSN  
American Academy of Pediatrics 

 
"I was impressed by Amy's background, her commitment and the consistency of her dedication to the 
cause of making kids healthier every day- a commitment we share. Exercise is such a critical component 
in both physical AND mental well-being and needs to be integrated more intimately into the school day- 
something Miss Amy makes easy. Helping kids concentrate and develop the confidence to know they can 
feel good and take care of themselves, Miss Amy provides a great tool for teachers as they work tirelessly 
to help the children in their classrooms be their best.”  

Courtney Nichols-Gould  
Co-Founder of SmartyPants Vitamins 

 
 “I absolutely recommend Keep Kids Fit!  Classroom Activity Breaks for teachers, parents, and anyone 
else who might be working with children. I've gotten to know Miss Amy's work and how detailed she is in 
combining the right kind of music and feelings, with the simple, positive, instructive, lyrics she writes for 
children. Her knowledge of physical activity and her details make her songs easy to follow and work with. 
She evokes an enthusiasm and a passion to get involved in physical fitness and to understand its 
importance at a young age. All kids may benefit from Miss Amy's "Keep Kids Fit,” and adults should love 
working with these Activity Breaks.” 

Bobby Susser 
Multi-Award Winning Children’s Musician, Record Producer, Innovator & Educator 

 
“Miss Amy’s lesson plans are fantastic!  Children can only achieve in an atmosphere where they feel 
comfortable and safe with a level of high expectation and that is what Miss Amy achieves with her lesson 
plans!  My students love moving to the beat of her songs!  She gets them moving time and time again!  
The lyrics are a big bonus as they are educational and send a positive message!" 

 
Tracy Radler - Ed. M. Educational Leadership, BS Exercise Science   

TCNJ Teaching Excellence Hall of Fame, Physical Education Lesson Plan Specialist 
 
“Miss Amy’s book and music are sure to create lifelong habits for kids to get out and exercise. The most 
important part of a person’s life is to create healthy habits when we are young. Through Amy’s 
unbelievable energy, every child will be touched by this book.” 

Dr. Kevin Kita, DC 
Chiropractor and Author of Healing Journeys :Stories of Mind, Body, and Spirit 

 
“Miss Amy strikes a chord with this book by marrying the lesson to a fun, physical activity. The children 
and teacher get the benefit of better classroom engagement. This book is spot on to what is needed in 
today’s classroom!” 

Alice Kooker 
Wellness & Nutritional Coach – Blogger – Go Ask Alice 



 
 “I am happy to endorse this excellent book of activities by Miss Amy.  People familiar with her work know 
that her original songs have captivated audiences and earned her Grammy awards!  This book promises 
to be a great resource for classroom teachers looking to enhance their students’ learning experiences. 
These activities, along with the songs, will energize children and bring joyful learning into every 
classroom.” 

Marjorie Chernikoff, M.Ed, TCNJ Supervisor of Student Teachers 
 Dept. of Early Childhood and Elementary Education 

 
“Many school age children are obese, deal with peer pressure, cope with divorce and separation, and 
suffer with stress and depression.  Exercise and improved health can help to decrease the effects of their 
overloaded lives.  Miss Amy’s pleasant voice and upbeat music make you want to participate.  The warm-
up activity song ‘Rise and Shine Little Star’ captured my attention immediately.  It is an excellent way to 
transition into the start of a school day.  If students engage with the music and learn in this fun way it 
could change the whole direction for everyone in the classroom, promoting classroom cohesiveness and 
a positive learning environment. The classroom teacher or I could easily include any of the songs with a 
health promotion lesson, as well. All the songs provide additional exercise in the school day.  Way to go, 
 Miss Amy & Her Big Kids Band.” 

JoAnn Younger Ray, RN, BSN, CSN-NJ 
Certified School Nurse in the State of New Jersey 

 
“Fitness meets rock & roll on this 12-track CD. The various music styles of these lively tunes are sure to 
get kids on their feet and ready for exercise. Created by Grammy nominated featured artist Amy Otey to 
make exercise fun, all tracks are designed to combat America's childhood obesity epidemic. Showcasing 
a variety of musical genres, such as the island reggae sound of "Imagination Island," the rocking Billy 
Idol-esque "Magic Pony," and the big band/swing sounds of "Zing It," the songs encourage listeners to 
move while delivering positive messages about healthy living. Interspersed with some basic chemistry 
lessons and fun facts about popcorn, tracks such as "We're Cooking" feature high-energy music as a 
background for Miss Amy as she sings recipe directions for making shaken butter and onion soup. In "Do 
You Know Your Muscles," listeners enjoy a funky beat as they learn about the major muscles in the 
human body. Miss Amy is passionate about fitness, and that enthusiasm shines through here.” 
 

School Library Journal  
Multimedia Review - May 2011 
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Why Keep Kids Fit? 
 

We all have something in common, a general interest in feeling healthy. Whether you’re 
100 years old or 1 year old, there’s not much difference. Being healthy adds to one’s 
happiness quotient.  And, staying healthy is a constant pursuit throughout life. 
 
Since 1996 I’ve worked extensively with children, but prior to that I worked in the 
retirement healthcare industry.  Having earned a BA in Strategic Management from the 
University of North Texas in 1989 I specialized further with a Certificate in Gerontology 
from Rutgers while earning various CEUs in the field of patient care for the aging. 
 
My various roles have included Resident Services Coordinator, CCAC (Continuing Care 
Accreditation Commission), Re-accreditation Site Coordinator, Extended Services 
Programming Specialist, Marketing Liaison, Director of Admissions, Case Manager 
Liaison and Marketing Specialist.  Additionally, I taught fitness classes and sang 
professionally as a rock, jazz, cabaret and even as a wedding singer since the 1980’s. 
All of these experiences have contributed to my mission of Making Music Fit For Kids. 
 
Being Healthy Requires Physical Activity 
 
Though it is not new, it is still newsworthy that we are a nation in the throes of an 
unprecedented Obesity Epidemic, and our children are specific targets.  According to 
the Campaign For Healthy Kids1: 

“Today, more than 23 million children and adolescents in the United States—nearly one in 
three—are obese or overweight, putting them at higher risk for serious, even life-threatening 
health problems. If this trend is left unabated, the current generation of young people could be the 
first in U.S. history to live sicker and die younger than their parents.”   

The implications of this are far reaching.  Children and teenagers are being diagnosed 
with what had previously been known only to be “adult” diseases, such as Type II 
Diabetes and Heart Disease. Obesity costs the United States approximately $147 billion 
each year, both in direct medical expenses and in indirect ways, such as loss of 
productivity.  With about a third of all Americans ages 17-24 labeled “too heavy to join 
the military” the childhood Obesity Epidemic has been classified by Mission Readiness 
(a national security organization comprised of 300+ senior military leaders) as a “threat 
to national security.”2 

There are a number of factors involved in staying healthy. Some are more controllable 
than others. One factor that individuals can generally control is choosing to be fit, that is, 
striving to stay physically active.  Another mostly controllable factor, though perhaps to 
a lesser extent, is choosing good food and consuming proper amounts.  As parents we 
primarily have the task of controlling the amount of activity and quality of food in our 
households.  As teachers we have the task of exposing children to knowledge.  Both 
parents and teachers working together can provide children the tools and skills needed 
to fight this epidemic in a personal, individual manner. But, an all important ingredient is 
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motivation.  What will motivate children to want to be physically active in pursuit of good 
health? 
 
While economic concerns generally don’t motivate children, much the way fears about 
health issues later in life typically won’t, what can motivate them to move is music.  
Young adults will also naturally move to music.  And, I can tell you that striking-up a 
Gershwin or Porter tune will even get a 100-year-old moving.  Music is the ageless 
motivator to want to move! 
 
The Crossroads and Musical Commitment 
 
In January of 1996 I gave birth to my first son, Phillip, after a very difficult pregnancy. 
During the first trimester he was given a 3% percent chance of survival with an “option 
to abort” by the doctors. With blind faith I forged onward.  And, on bed-rest during the 
third trimester I sang to him striving to keep my motivation high. Phillip was born at 28½ 
weeks gestation, weighing just 2 pounds, 5 ounces.  And, for three months soft Mozart 
and Bach were piped into his isolette in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit. Whether that 
would help motivate his growth was unknown, but I saw no reason not to continue 
stimulating his audio-receptive senses with a more powerful level of music than just my 
own singing.   
 
When Phillip was released from the NICU my new role as a dedicated care-giver for a 
baby on a heart monitor brought with it a rearrangement of priorities. I became 
immersed in kids’ spaces, since these were the places I could be with my child in tow.  
And, I started entertaining kids at libraries and coffeehouses with song favorites, as well 
as with my own music. 
 
My son was thriving and developing well toward his first birthday, and I had reached a 
crossroads.  Should I return to the elder-care industry, continue working with children, or 
do something else?  With certification in Primary Aerobics, Step-Aerobics and Pre/Post 
Natal fitness I went back to teaching fitness at my local gym where one of the perks was 
a nursery.  I also focused my learning on children’s health issues while pursuing 
children’s music education.  In 1999 my second son, Patrick, was born through a, 
thankfully, normal pregnancy and delivery.  And, thereafter I continued teaching fitness, 
pursued children’s music education more actively and performed a variety of music, 
mainly for children.   
 
In 2002 I became certified as a music instructor for pre-schoolers with the internationally 
recognized group Kid’s Music Round®.  Simultaneously, I continued training in 
additional fitness disciplines, earning certifications in Kids & Teen Fitness, 
Youth/Adolescent Fitness, Strength Training, Yoga I, II & III, Pilates, Tai-Chi, and 
Fitplay-Building Healthy Lifestyles for Kids.  
 
Music As A Motivational Tool 
 
The more I taught and performed for kids the more it became clear that they naturally 
want to move to music, and could benefit from this movement.  I began to incorporate 
foundational fitness movements like balance, arms swings and jumping as part of my 
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songs.  Kids would follow-along so well, and it paralleled my fitness instructor role. 
Inspired by the energy and imagination of my own growing children and my audiences I 
wrote a new song every week, combining the song theme with specific movements.  
And, in 2004 I released my first GRAMMY® submitted CD of original children’s music 
entitled “Underwater.”   
 
Until that time the concepts of how music can benefit children were generally focused in 
two main areas: for brain development (targeting skills such as language, math and 
creative thinking), and for training new musicians. Though motivation through music has 
been recognized for years, maybe even centuries, combining music with physical 
movement to train young children about physical fitness had not been developed and 
studied. A new idea? 
 
With growing concern about the national Obesity Epidemic and the lack of physical 
activity for children, I focused on being a children’s musician dedicated to Making Music 
Fit For Kids. Included in my shows are physicality awareness questions, such as “how 
many times does your heart beat each day?”  Children of even two find these 
fascinating when combined with music. It became my mission to help children claim 
their athletic identities. 
  
Merging music and movement specifically for the purpose of motivating families to be 
more physically active, and to enhance children’s understanding of fitness, was a niche.  
I wrote songs, recorded four more albums and started “Miss Amy & Her Big Kids Band” 
aligned to that niche.  My fifth album, “Fitness Rock & Roll”, was released in 2010 and 
earned a GRAMMY® Awards Nomination.  That same year our band was invited to 
perform at the White House Egg Roll event. 
 
Helping Kids Become and Stay Physically Fit 
 
As part of my commitment to my mission, while remembering what a positive impact 
earning the President’s Fitness Award in elementary school was for me, I became a 
supporter of the President’s Active Lifestyle Award and was named an Official Advocate 
for President’s Challenge Program3 in 2007. 
 
In 2008 the White House Task Force on Childhood Obesity released Physical Activity 
Guidelines for Americans recommending an hour of physical activity each day for kids 
and teens.  In 2013 the Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, in 
partnership with the President's Council on Fitness, Sports & Nutrition, reviewed those 
2008 Guidelines. In their Midcourse Report4 they advised several strategies, including 
“adding short bouts of physical activity to existing classroom activities” and “giving 
preschool children lots of opportunities to be active.” Classroom Activity Breaks are a 
part of these strategies. 
 
This book, Keep Kids Fit! Classroom Activity Breaks, is intended to be part of the 
solution within these strategies. It is aimed at providing structure for Classroom Activity 
Breaks through lesson plans that can be used at school, at home, or during other 
children’s functions. These plans are field tested groupings of movements based on my 
years of experience in working with children, fitness and music. 
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The messages in the “Fitness Rock & Roll” songs are kid-friendly and imaginative.  I 
hope that you, classroom teachers, parents and others who work with children, find 
these Musical Fitness Lesson Plans fun and easy to use. They are designed to be 
applied in many different ways having an ‘optional use’ format. I encourage you to write 
me at Amy@MissAmy.tv about your success in applying them, or visit my website 
contact page at www.MissAmy.tv  

 
 Let’s Keep Kids Fit Together!  
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How to Get the Most From Your Classroom 
Activity Breaks 
 
To be most effective, Classroom Activity Breaks should run 5-10 minutes at least twice 
a day.  Each Musical Fitness Lesson Plan is paired with a song from the CD and lists 
the song’s length.  Add a warm-up before you begin to play the song. This warm-up will 
refocus the children as a transition activity.  The song plus the warm-up will round out 
the activity to a 5 minute break.  For a 10 minute break, you can do two songs in 
succession based on your surrounding teaching themes.  For planning, see the Quick 
Teaching Theme Index in the appendix. 

Be SAFE 

Surroundings:  Make sure each child has at least a “bubble” of designated space to 

move in, free from obstacles like desks or other children.  To declare “bubbles,” ask 
children to stand with outstretched arms and turn around once.   
 

Activity:  Plan your classroom activity breaks to complement the material you are 

teaching.  The quickest way to do this is to access the Quick Teaching Theme Index 
in the appendix and choose a theme that matches your material.  You may also glean 
good ideas while you are planning by reading the CROSS-CONNECTION LESSON 
PLANS section for each song.  
 

Feet:  Before starting a Classroom Activity Break, take a quick look at what the children 

are wearing on their feet.  Those not wearing sneakers may be safer in socks or bare 
feet.   
 

Everyone:  Everyone is successful here! Instill the motto, “Do Your Best!”  The goal of 

the Activity Break is to get the children moving for short bursts of time, not to be perfect 
or “better” than another child.  You are a role model; the children will follow your lead.  
Enjoy yourself!  Your body needs to move too! 
 

Warm-up Examples:  
 Count to 10 – big arm circles forward 

 Count to 10 – big arm circles backward 

 Counting ideas:  Say the numbers in a different language or do evens and odds! 

 Jumping Jacks 

 Run in place for 30 seconds 

 Toe touches (stand like a star and alternate touching toes with opposing hand) 

 “Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes:” Sing and act out the song 5 times.  Start 

slowly and with each repetition get a bit faster.   

Initially you as the teacher will need to lead the warm-ups.  However, just as you have 
line leaders or star students of the week, you can ask a child to be the leader!   
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What Is a BeneFIT™? 
BeneFIT™ is a term I coined to describe the physical goal and aspects of the Key 
Activity Poses & Movements pictured within the plans. 
 

Props/Materials:   
Several of the Classroom Activity Breaks call for using scarves as a movement prop.  
These props add excitement to the activity, as well as appeal to the tactile and visual 
learner.  I have found that many teaching supply catalogs carry them, as well as 
Oriental Trading Company, for about $1 per scarf.  Try to have two scarves per child.  If 
you do not have a budget for scarves, your students can wave crepe paper or ribbons.  
Better yet, ask your homeroom parent to take up a collection of “scarves or ties mom 
and dad no longer use” and re-purpose them for your activities! 
 

What’s in It for Teacher? 
Quite simply, the benefit for you, the teacher, is better-focused students. Incorporating 
Classroom Activity Breaks may seem like just another task for teachers who are already 
doing so much.  But, these Breaks will offer a welcome opportunity to move and a fun 
change of pace.  When the Break is over, you will have students who have given 
themselves a dose of dopamine and serotonin, and are more physically prepared to 
soak in all of the content you are trying to teach!  Here is an excerpt from an article 
about these important brain neurotransmitters: 
  

According to the McGill University website, dopamine helps your brain execute 
motor movements and regulate your mood and concentration. Your brain uses 
serotonin to regulate your body temperature, mood, and appetite, among other 
things. 
 

To read more go to: http://www.livestrong.com/article/251785-exercise-and-its-
effects-on-serotonin-dopamine-levels/#ixzz2VreEeak6 
 

 
 

http://www.livestrong.com/article/251785-exercise-and-its-effects-on-serotonin-dopamine-levels/#ixzz2VreEeak6
http://www.livestrong.com/article/251785-exercise-and-its-effects-on-serotonin-dopamine-levels/#ixzz2VreEeak6
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1  RISE & SHINE LITTLE STAR 
 

 
TEACHING THEMES:   
Active, Health & Fitness, Independence, Math & Measurement 
 

~~~~~ 
 

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY BREAK 
 
(Rise) Stand with feet wide and arms outstretched.  This is “star pose” in yoga.  From 
start position, step feet together and stretch arms to the sky (shine).  Follow the 
movement directions within the song: touch your toes, reach out wide, jump and reach, 
run in place, squat punch, spin with arms outstretched, and put your head down on the 
floor.  Make sure to freeze dance (shake and shine) at end for added silly fun. 
 
 
BeneFIT™: Full range of motion stretching within intermediate aerobic framework given 
consistent movement.  Song length is 3:12 minutes. 

 

Pre-K – Grade 2: 
Even your youngest participants will follow your lead being a star!  When you get to the 
end (at Shine, Shine) shake and freeze.  Use the word “freeze” as a one word cue.  The 
children will copy you and freeze. 
 
Grades 3 – 5: 
With this age-group during the squat punch, a short cue (punch the air) will remind them 
to move within their own space and not try to punch each other.  Also, at the end of the 
song give a round of applause together with an encouraging phrase like, “Yes, you did 
it!”  This will inspire enthusiastic participation for future classroom activity breaks. 
 

~~~~~ 
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Lyrics: 
RISE & SHINE LITTLE STAR – Track #1 
Copyright © 2010 Amy Skelton Otey & Alexander V. Otey 
 
1                2 
Rise and shine little star, rise and shine little star. 
Rise and shine little star and reach up high.  
 
Rise and shine little star, rise and shine little star. 
Rise and shine little star and reach out wide. 
 
3 
Touch your toes now little star, touch your toes now little star. 
Touch your toes now little star and everybody reach out wide. 
 
(Follow Fitness Directions)                                 4 
Reach up high, jump and reach, run in place, squat punch. 
Spin, spin the other way, arm circles countdown, tickle toes. 
                 5     6 
Put your head down on the floor; now lift up look to the sky. 
 7 
Reach your arms up to the stars.  Everybody shine, shine. 
 
(now, shake it all out) 
 
Shine, Shine 
 
(You’re a Star!) 
 
Shine, Shine, Shine! 
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KEY ACTIVITY POSES & MOVEMENTS 
 
 

        
1 – Rise      2 – Shine 

 
 
 
 
 

  
3 - Touch Toes (Right-Left) 
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4 - Squat Punch (Right - Left) 

 
 
 

  
5 – Head on floor inversion    6 – Lift Up 
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7 – Reach Your Arms Up To The Stars, Shake And Shine  
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CROSS-CONNECTION LESSON PLANS 
 

General Suggestions for Use:   
 Ask children to say what makes them unique.  How are they a star? Pair with an “about 
me” writing or coloring project.  Talk about what happens to the body if you are inactive 
for a long period of time.  Talk about body proportion.  A full-grown adult’s height very 
closely measures the same as his outstretched arms from the tip of the middle finger.  
Have children measure and record each other.  Make predictions and check back in a 
few months. Compare. 
 
 
 
Literature Connection (books): 

 
Pre-K – Grade 2 

 
I Like Stars – Margaret Wise 
How Many Stars in the Sky? – Lenny Hort 
 

Grades 3 – 5 

 
The Magic Schoolbus – Lost in the Solar System – Joanna 
Cole & Bruce Degan 
Do Stars Have Points? – Melvin and Gilda Berger 
 

 
      
Social Studies / Art Connection: 

Pre-K – Grade 2 

 
Trace body outline – color in.  Depending on where you are with 
letters, have children either trace their name or write their own.  
Hang throughout the classroom or in the hall for an art show. 
 

Grades 3 – 5 

 
Complete the body outline project above but add an “about me” 
section.  List five characteristics that “make you unique”.  This 
can be expanded into an “about me” writing lesson. 
 

   
 
Science Connection: 

Pre-K – Grade 2       

 
Introduce the concept of farming and growing to the class.  What 
do seeds need to grow?  How does sunlight help the seeds 
grow?   
Have each child plant seeds. Lima beans sprout and grow very 
fast. Pre-soak seeds for 12 hours prior to planting. Monitor their 
growth and record your findings. 
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Grades 3 – 5 

 
Pair seed growing activity with lesson on the scientific method. 
Create a basic worksheet:  research, predict (hypothesis), 
experiment, conclusions – make observations.  Plan about two 
weeks for this project – allow children to take seedlings home to 
continue growing when class project is complete. 
 

 
Math Connection: 

Pre-K – Grade 2       

 
Pair with the science connection to measure distance.  Designate 
an object in the classroom to be the Sun and use as a start point.  
Use string to measure to a second object – the Earth.  Depending 
on age of students, use either steps or a tape measure.  Record 
answers and discuss as a class. 
 

Grades 3 – 5 

 
Do measurement exercise with a tape measure either as dyad        
teams or triad teams.  Record answers and compare with class.                   
Talk about the numbers – relate to astronomical numbers.  
 

 
Nutrition Connection: 

Pre-K – Grade 2        

 
Design an edible star with ‘sun-kissed’ fresh fruit.  Give each child 
a paper plate to design a sun of pre-cut fruit pieces – put a piece 
of star fruit in the middle.  Offer a variety of at least five fruits: 
strawberries, blueberries, pineapple, grapes…  Take a photo of 
each and archive for a parent’s night art show. 
 

Grades 3 – 5 

 
Complete the project above and pair with a farming lesson on 
where each fruit was grown.  Does the location and climate of a 
region make a difference as to which crop will grow? 
 

 
Supporting lesson plan websites: 
 
http://seeds.sciencenetlinks.com/teachers-and-parents/ 
 
http://www.discoveryeducation.com/teachers/free-lesson-plans/numbers-in-
nature.cfm 
 
http://sunearthday.nasa.gov/2007/materials/solar_cookie.pdf 
 
http://www.kidsastronomy.com/our_sun.htm 
 

http://seeds.sciencenetlinks.com/teachers-and-parents/
http://www.discoveryeducation.com/teachers/free-lesson-plans/numbers-in-nature.cfm
http://www.discoveryeducation.com/teachers/free-lesson-plans/numbers-in-nature.cfm
http://sunearthday.nasa.gov/2007/materials/solar_cookie.pdf
http://www.kidsastronomy.com/our_sun.htm
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Index - Quick Thematic Planning Reference 
 

 
Search the following quick reference of themes to find 
corresponding songs with strong lyrical, musical and lesson 
connections. 
 
Theme: Active  
Song Page 
Rise & Shine Little Star………………………………………………….   15 
Imagination Island……………………………………………………….   22 
Magic Pony……………………………………………………………….   31 
I Am An Athlete…………………………………………………………..   37 
Let's Move…………………………………………………………………   47 
Zing It! ...............................................................................................   60 
Egg Roll……………………………………………………………………   70 
We're Cooking…………………………………………………………….   80 
Do You Know Your Muscles? ...........................................................   88 
Down To The River……………………………………………………….   98 
Wish For Snow…………………………………………………………… 109 
The Zend………………………………………………………………….. 117 

 
Theme: Animals & Insects  
Song  Page 
Imagination Island………………………………………………………..    22 
Magic Pony………………………………………………………………..   31 
Zing It!..................................................................................................   60 
Down To The River……………………………………………………….   98 

   
Theme: Character & Encouragement  
Song Page 
Magic Pony ……………………………………………………………….   31 
I Am An Athlete……………………………………………………………    37 
Let's Move…………………………………………………………………   47 
Zing It!.................................................................................................   60 
The Zend………………………………………………………………….. 117  

                 

Theme: Diversity/International            
Song Page 
Egg Roll…………………………………………………………………….     70 
Down To The River……………………………………………………......     98 
The Zend…………………………………………………………………...   117 
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Theme: Fairytales & Stories  
Song  Page 
Imagination Island…………………………………………………………     22 
Magic Pony…………………………………………………………………     31 
Wish For Snow…………………………………………………………….   109 

   
Theme: Friends & Family  
Song  Page 
Zing It!.................................................................................................     60 
Egg Roll…………………………………………………………………...     70 
We're Cooking…………………………………………………………....     80 
Wish For Snow……………………………………………………………   109 

         
Theme: Health & Fitness            
Song Page 
Rise & Shine Little Star ……………………………………………….....      15 
Imagination Island………………………………………………………..     22 
Magic Pony………………………………………………………..............     31 
I Am An Athlete……………………………………………………………     37 
Let's Move………………………………………………………………....     47 
Zing It!.................................................................................................     60 
Egg Roll…………………………………………………………………....     70 
We're Cooking…………………………………………………………….     80 
Do You Know Your Muscles?..............................................................     88 
Down To The River………………………………………………………..     98 
Wish For Snow…………………………………………………………….   109 
The Zend……………………………………………………………………   117 

  
Theme: Independence  
Song  Page 
Rise & Shine Little Star……………………………………………………     15 
Magic Pony………………………………………………………..............     31 
Let's Move………………………………………………………………….     47 
Zing It!..................................................................................................     60 
Egg Roll………………………………………………………………….....     70 
We're Cooking……………………………………………………………..     80 
The Zend……………………………………………………………………   117 
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Theme: Interesting Rhythms & Beats  
Song Page 
Imagination Island…………………………………………………………     22 
I Am An Athlete…………………………………………………………….     37 
Let's Move………………………………………………………………….     47 
Zing It!..................................................................................................     60 
The Zend…………………………………………………………………..   117 

          
Theme: Invention  

Song  Page 
We're Cooking……………………………………………………………..     80 

        
Theme: Math & Measurement  
Song  Page 
Rise & Shine Little Star……………………………………………………     15 
Let's Move………………………………………………………………….     47 
We're Cooking……………………………………………………………..     80 
Do You Know Your Muscles?..............................................................     88 

         
Theme: Nature  

Song Page 
Down To The River………………………………………………………..     98 
Wish For Snow…………………………………………………………….      109 

 
Theme: Peace      

Song  Page 
The Zend…………………………………………………………………..      117 

  
Theme: Phonics, Alphabet & Rhyming  

Song  Page 

Zing It!.................................................................................................     60 

         
Theme: Science  

Song  Page 

We're Cooking…………………………………………………………….     80 

Do You Know Your Muscles?..............................................................     88 

Wish For Snow……………………………………………………………     109 

          
Theme: Seasons & Holidays  
Song Page 
Egg Roll ……………………………………………………………………     70 
Wish For Snow…………………………………………………………. ...    109 
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Theme: Soothing  
Song  Page 
The Zend……………………………………………………………….…..       117 

                 
Theme: The World Around You  
Song  Page 
Egg Roll……………………………………………………………………     70 
Down To The River……………………………………………………….     98 
Wish For Snow………………………………………………………........     109 
The Zend…………………………………………………………………..      117 
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FREE Fitness Rock & Roll Music Download 
 

To download the music that accompanies this book, go to:  
 

www.MissAmy.tv and follow the Download Steps for 
 

Keep Kids Fit! Volume 1 Fitness Rock & Roll Music 
 
 

 
 

 
www,IonianProductions.com 

http://www.missamy.tv/
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About the Author 
Miss Amy’s mission is to improve the lives of children through interactive music. 

 
 

 

Miss Amy® (Amy Otey) is an Official Advocate for the 
President's Challenge Program (a program of the President’s 
Council on Fitness, Sports & Nutrition). She encourages 
families to work toward earning the Presidential Active 
Lifestyle Award while inspiring young children to “stay fit” 
through her interactive Fitness Rock & RollTM program. These 
interactive musical shows are warmly received at schools, 
libraries, concerts and special events like the White House 
Egg Roll in 2010. 

Her program is also aligned with the 21st Century Standards 
Core Theme of Health Literacy and designed to encourage 
children to claim their athletic identities while building positive 
character traits.  Miss Amy has more than 20 years of  

professional experience in the fitness industry with accreditations in Kids & Teen 
Fitness, Youth/Adolescent Fitness, Yoga I, II & III, Strength Training, Pilates, Tai-Chi, 
Primary Aerobics, Pre/Post Natal Fitness and Fitplay-Building Healthy Lifestyles for 
Kids. 

Dubbed The First Lady of Musical Fitness by the National Children's Entertainment 
Blog, Miss Amy is THE Kids Rocker/Fitness Guru.  Earning a GRAMMY® Awards 
Nomination for her FITNESS ROCK & ROLL album of 2011, she is also a Featured 
Artist on the 2012 GRAMMY® Awards Winning  ALL ABOUT BULLIES…BIG AND 
SMALL CD. 

Miss Amy was also voted Best Children's Performer at the Lehigh Valley Music Awards 
in 2011 and has five solo albums in her discography.  She is included on four other 
compilation albums, including the 2010 GRAMMY® Awards Nominated HEALTHY 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT:GOOD ENOUGH TO EAT CD.  She is the performing talent on 
the 2004 NAPPA Gold and Creative Child Excellence Awards Winning 
INTERNATIONAL BABY 101 DVD for English & Japanese, and a 2006 Creative Child 
Seal Of Excellence Award for the English & Spanish version.  Miss Amy also appears in 
three books about music and performing arts.  
 
She lives in New Jersey with her producer/musician husband, two sons, and two cats.   
 
For more information, visit her website at www.MissAmy.tv 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.missamy.tv/

